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Abstract
This document addresses common cloud computing compliance questions as
they relate to AWS. The answers to these may be of interest when evaluating
and operating in a cloud computing environment and may assist in AWS
customers’ control management efforts.
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Key Compliance Questions and Answers
Category

Cloud Computing

AWS Information

Question
Control
Ownership

Who owns which controls for
cloud-deployed infrastructure?

For the portion deployed into AWS, AWS controls
the physical components of that technology. The
customer owns and controls everything else,
including control over connection points and
transmissions. To help customers better
understand what controls we have in place and how
effectively they are operating, we publish a SOC 1
Type II report with controls defined around EC2, S3
and VPC, as well as detailed physical security and
environmental controls. These controls are defined
at a high level of specificity that should meet most
customer needs. AWS customers that have signed
a non-disclosure agreement with AWS may request
a copy of the SOC 1 Type II report.

Auditing IT

How can auditing of the cloud
provider be accomplished?

Auditing for most layers and controls above the
physical controls remains the responsibility of the
customer. The definition of AWS-defined logical
and physical controls is documented in the SOC 1
Type II report, and the report is available for review
by audit and compliance teams. AWS ISO 27001
and other certifications are also available for
auditors to review.

SarbanesOxley
compliance

How is SOX compliance
achieved if in-scope systems
are deployed in the cloud
provider environment?

If a customer processes financial information in the
AWS cloud, the customer’s auditors may determine
that some AWS systems come into scope for
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) requirements. The
customer’s auditors must make their own
determination regarding SOX applicability. Because
most of the logical access controls are managed by
customer, the customer is best positioned to
determine if its control activities meet relevant
standards. If the SOX auditors request specifics
regarding AWS’ physical controls, they can
reference the AWS SOC 1 Type II report which
details the controls that AWS provides.

HIPAA
compliance

Is it possible to meet HIPAA
compliance requirements
while deployed in the cloud
provider environment?

HIPAA requirements apply to and are controlled by
the AWS customer. The AWS platform allows for
the deployment of solutions that meet industryspecific certification requirements such as HIPAA.
Customers can use AWS services to maintain a
security level that is equivalent or greater than
those required to protect electronic health records.
Customers have built healthcare applications
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Category

Cloud Computing

AWS Information

Question
compliant with HIPAA’s Security and Privacy Rules
on AWS. AWS provides additional information
about HIPAA compliance on its web site, including
a whitepaper on this topic.
GLBA
compliance

Is it possible to meet GLBA
certification requirements
while deployed in the cloud
provider environment?

Most GLBA requirements are controlled by the
AWS customer. AWS provides means for
customers to protect data, manage permissions,
and build GLBA-compliant applications on AWS
infrastructure. If the customer requires specific
assurance that physical security controls are
operating effectively, they can reference the AWS
SOC 1 Type II report as relevant.

Federal
regulation
compliance

Is it possible for a US
Government agency to be
compliant with security and
privacy regulations while
deployed in the cloud provider
environment?

US Federal agencies can be compliant under a
number of compliance standards, including the
Federal Information Security Management Act
(FISMA) of 2002, Federal Risk and Authorization
Management Program (FedRAMP), the Federal
Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Publication
140-2, and the International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR). Compliance with other laws
and statutes may also be accommodated
depending on the requirements set forth in the
applicable legislation.

Data location

Where does customer data
reside?

AWS customers designate in which physical region
their data and their servers will be located. Data
replication for S3 data objects is done within the
regional cluster in which the data is stored and is
not replicated to other data center clusters in other
regions. AWS customers designate in which
physical region their data and their servers will be
located. AWS will not move customers' content
from the selected Regions without notifying the
customer, unless required to comply with the law or
requests of governmental entities. For a complete
list of regions, see
aws.amazon.com/about-aws/global-infrastructure.

E-Discovery

Does the cloud provider meet
the customer’s needs to meet
electronic discovery
procedures and
requirements?

AWS provides infrastructure, and customers
manage everything else, including the operating
system, the network configuration, and the installed
applications. Customers are responsible for
responding appropriately to legal procedures
involving the identification, collection, processing,
analysis, and production of electronic documents
they store or process using AWS. Upon request,
AWS may work with customers who require AWS’
assistance in legal proceedings.
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Category

Cloud Computing

AWS Information

Question
Data center
tours

Are data center tours by
customers allowed by the
cloud provider?

No. Due to the fact that our data centers host
multiple customers, AWS does not allow data
center tours by customers, as this exposes a wide
range of customers to physical access of a third
party. To meet this customer need, an independent
and competent auditor validates the presence and
operation of controls as part of our SOC 1 Type II
report. This broadly accepted third-party validation
provides customers with the independent
perspective of the effectiveness of controls in place.
AWS customers that have signed a non-disclosure
agreement with AWS may request a copy of the
SOC 1 Type II report. Independent reviews of data
center physical security is also a part of the ISO
27001 audit, the PCI assessment, ITAR audit, and
the FedRAMPsm testing programs.

Third-party
access

Are third parties allowed
access to the cloud provider
data centers?

AWS strictly controls access to data centers, even
for internal employees. Third parties are not
provided access to AWS data centers except when
explicitly approved by the appropriate AWS data
center manager per the AWS access policy. See
the SOC 1 Type II report for specific controls
related to physical access, data center access
authorization, and other related controls.

Privileged
actions

Are privileged actions
monitored and controlled?

Controls in place limit access to systems and data
and provide that access to systems or data is
restricted and monitored. In addition, customer data
is and server instances are logically isolated from
other customers by default. Privileged user access
control is reviewed by an independent auditor
during the AWS SOC 1, ISO 27001, PCI, ITAR, and
FedRAMPsm audits.

Insider
access

Does the cloud provider
address the threat of
inappropriate insider access
to customer data and
applications?

AWS provides specific SOC 1 controls to address
the threat of inappropriate insider access, and the
public certification and compliance initiatives
covered in this document address insider access.
All certifications and third-party attestations
evaluate logical access preventative and detective
controls. In addition, periodic risk assessments
focus on how insider access is controlled and
monitored.

Multi-tenancy

Is customer segregation
implemented securely?

The AWS environment is a virtualized, multi-tenant
environment. AWS has implemented security
management processes, PCI controls, and other
security controls designed to isolate each customer
from other customers. AWS systems are designed
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Category

Cloud Computing

AWS Information

Question
to prevent customers from accessing physical hosts
or instances not assigned to them by filtering
through the virtualization software. This architecture
has been validated by an independent PCI
Qualified Security Assessor (QSA) and was found
to be in compliance with all requirements of PCI
DSS version 3.1 published in April 2015.
Note: AWS also has single-tenancy options.
Dedicated Instances are Amazon EC2 instances
launched within your Amazon Virtual Private Cloud
(Amazon VPC) that run hardware dedicated to a
single customer. Dedicated Instances let you take
full advantage of the benefits of Amazon VPC and
the AWS cloud while isolating your Amazon EC2
compute instances at the hardware level.
Hypervisor
vulnerabilities

Has the cloud provider
addressed known hypervisor
vulnerabilities?

Amazon EC2 currently utilizes a highly customized
version of the Xen hypervisor. The hypervisor is
regularly assessed for new and existing
vulnerabilities and attack vectors by internal and
external penetration teams, and is well suited for
maintaining strong isolation between guest virtual
machines. The AWS Xen hypervisor security is
regularly evaluated by independent auditors during
assessments and audits. See the AWS security
whitepaper for more information on the Xen
hypervisor and instance isolation.

Vulnerability
management

Are systems patched
appropriately?

AWS is responsible for patching systems
supporting the delivery of service to customers,
such as the hypervisor and networking services.
This is done as required per AWS policy and in
accordance with ISO 27001, NIST, and PCI
requirements. Customers control their own guest
operating systems, software and applications and
are therefore responsible for patching their own
systems.

Encryption

Do the provided services
support encryption?

Yes. AWS allows customers to use their own
encryption mechanisms for nearly all the services,
including S3, EBS, SimpleDB, and EC2. IPSec
tunnels to VPC are also encrypted. Amazon S3
also offers Server Side Encryption as an option for
customers. Customers may also use third-party
encryption technologies. Refer to the AWS Security
white paper for more information.

Data
ownership

What are the cloud provider’s
rights over customer data?

AWS customers retain control and ownership of
their data. AWS errs on the side of protecting
customer privacy and is vigilant in determining
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Category

Cloud Computing

AWS Information

Question
which law enforcement requests we must comply
with. AWS does not hesitate to challenge orders
from law enforcement if we think the orders lack a
solid basis.
Data isolation

Does the cloud provider
adequately isolate customer
data?

All data stored by AWS on behalf of customers has
strong tenant isolation security and control
capabilities. Amazon S3 provides advanced data
access controls. Please see the AWS security
whitepaper for more information about specific data
services’ security.

Composite
services

Does the cloud provider layer
its service with other
providers’ cloud services?

AWS does not leverage any third-party cloud
providers to deliver AWS services to customers.

Physical and
environmental
controls

Are these controls operated
by the cloud provider
specified?

Yes. These are specifically outlined in the SOC 1
Type II report. In addition, other certifications AWS
supports such as ISO 27001 and FedRAMPsm
require best practice physical and environmental
controls.

Client-side
protection

Does the cloud provider allow
customers to secure and
manage access from clients,
such as PC and mobile
devices?

Yes. AWS allows customers to manage client and
mobile applications to their own requirements.

Server
security

Does the cloud provider allow
customers to secure their
virtual servers?

Yes. AWS allows customers to implement their own
security architecture. See the AWS security
whitepaper for more details on server and network
security.

Identity and
Access
Management

Does the service include IAM
capabilities?

AWS has a suite of identity and access
management offerings, allowing customers to
manage user identities, assign security credentials,
organize users in groups, and manage user
permissions in a centralized way. Please see the
AWS web site for more information.

Scheduled
maintenance
outages

Does the provider specify
when systems will be brought
down for maintenance?

AWS does not require systems to be brought offline
to perform regular maintenance and system
patching. AWS’ own maintenance and system
patching generally do not impact customers.
Maintenance of instances themselves is controlled
by the customer.

Capability to
scale

Does the provider allow
customers to scale beyond
the original agreement?

The AWS cloud is distributed, highly secure and
resilient, giving customers massive scale potential.
Customers may scale up or down, paying for only
what they use.
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Category

Cloud Computing

AWS Information

Question
Service
availability

Does the provider commit to a
high level of availability?

AWS does commit to high levels of availability in its
service level agreements (SLA). For example,
Amazon EC2 commits to annual uptime percentage
of at least 99.95% during the service year. Amazon
S3 commits to monthly uptime percentage of at
least 99.9%. Service credits are provided in the
case these availability metrics are not met.

Distributed
Denial Of
Service
(DDoS)
attacks

How does the provider protect
their service against DDoS
attacks?

The AWS network provides significant protection
against traditional network security issues and the
customer can implement further protection. See the
AWS Security Whitepaper for more information on
this topic, including a discussion of DDoS attacks.

Data
portability

Can the data stored with a
service provider be exported
by customer request?

AWS allows customers to move data as needed on
and off AWS storage. AWS Import/Export service
for S3 accelerates moving large amounts of data
into and out of AWS using portable storage devices
for transport.

Service
provider
business
continuity

Does the service provider
operate a business continuity
program?

AWS does operate a business continuity program.
Detailed information is provided in the AWS
Security Whitepaper.

Customer
business
continuity

Does the service provider
allow customers to implement
a business continuity plan?

AWS provides customers with the capability to
implement a robust continuity plan, including the
utilization of frequent server instance back-ups,
data redundancy replication, and multiregion/availability zone deployment architectures.

Data
durability

Does the service specify data
durability?

Amazon S3 provides a highly durable storage
infrastructure. Objects are redundantly stored on
multiple devices across multiple facilities in an
Amazon S3 Region. Once stored, Amazon S3
maintains the durability of objects by quickly
detecting and repairing any lost redundancy.
Amazon S3 also regularly verifies the integrity of
data stored using checksums. If corruption is
detected, it is repaired using redundant data. Data
stored in S3 is designed to provide 99.999999999%
durability and 99.99% availability of objects over a
given year.

Backups

Does the service provide
backups to tapes?

AWS allows customers to perform their own
backups to tapes using their own tape backup
service provider. However, a tape backup is not a
service provided by AWS. Amazon S3 service is
designed to drive the likelihood of data loss to near
zero percent and the durability equivalent of multisite copies of data objects is achieved through data
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Category

Cloud Computing

AWS Information

Question
storage redundancy. For information on data
durability and redundancy, please refer to the AWS
web site.
Price
increases

Will the service provider raise
prices unexpectedly?

AWS has a history of frequently reducing prices as
the cost to provide these services reduces over
time. AWS has reduced prices consistently over the
past several years.

Sustainability

Does the service provider
company have long term
sustainability potential?

AWS is a leading cloud provider and is a long-term
business strategy of Amazon.com. AWS has very
high long term sustainability potential.
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Further Reading
For additional information, see the following sources:
•

AWS Risk and Compliance Overview

•

AWS Certifications, Programs, Reports, and Third-Party Attestations

•

CSA Consensus Assessments Initiative Questionnaire
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